
Exercise Companion Guide

Exercise: Man Up!
To create a new PE called dummy, use “qconf -ap dummy”.  The command will open an editor 
(vi) and present you with a list of attributes.  You can simply save and exit (“:wq” in vi).  To 
confirm that the PE was created correctly, you can run “qconf -spl” to show a list of the 
configured PEs or “qconf -sp dummy” to print the attributes of the PE you just created.
For help with using the -[admr]attr and -purge switches for qconf, please see the qconf(1) 
man page (“man qconf”).
Every queue has an attribute called pe_list, which contains the list of PEs allowed to be used 
on that queue.  To add dummy to a queue's PE list, you'd use the qconf -aattr switch.  The 
format of the -aattr switch is “-aattr object_type attribute_name element object_name”.  In this 
case, the command would be qconf -aattr queue pe_list dummy all.q.
Because the queue's PE list is a simple list, i.e. the list elements don't themselves have 
values, the -dattr switch will follow the same format as the -aattr switch.  To remove the make 
PE from all.q's PE list, run qconf -dattr queue pe_list make all.q.
At this point, all.q's PE list contains only dummy.  To set the list to contain only make, you 
could remove dummy and add make, but we're looking for a one-line solution.  What we want 
to do is replace the queue's PE list with make.  Again, because we're dealing with a simple 
list, the format for the -rattr switch will be the same as for -aattr.  qconf -rattr queue pe_list  
dummy all.q.
Every queue also has an attribute called load_thresholds, which is a complex list attribute, 
meaning that every element of the list has a value.  The default value for load_thresholds is 
“np_load_avg=1.75”.  To modify the value of an element in a list, use the -mattr switch.  The 
format is “-mattr object_type attribute_name element=value object_name”.  To set 
np_load_avg to 4 in the list, the command would be qconf -mattr queue load_thresholds 
np_load_avg=4 all.q.
In order to remove a setting for a queue instance in a cluster queue, you have to use the 
-purge option.  While it may look like the -dattr or -rattr should work, they won't.  A queue 
instance's settings are printed by qconf in a way that makes them look like list elements, but 
they're really not.  The format of the -purge switch is “-purge object_type attribute_name 
object_name@host_name”.  To remove the slots setting for the instance of all.q on host1, 
you'd use qconf -purge queue slots all.q@host1.
Even though settings on queue instances should not be manipulable using the list 
modification switches, it is nevertheless possible to add a queue instance setting using the 
-aattr setting.  It's a loophole created by the way the temporary data file for the command is 
parsed.  To abuse the -aattr command to add a queue instance setting, use the same format 
as when qconf prints a queue instance setting.  qconf -aattr queue slots [host1=4] all.q.  Note 
that you'll most likely have to escape the brackets.

Exercise: Under Your Skin
When you run the qsub command without specifying a command argument, it will read its 



script from the standard input stream.  To terminate the script definition, press control-d (^D). 
The -v option to qsub sets the value for a specific environment variable in the environment for 
the job.
In the first example, the embedded -v option sets UYS to true in the job's environment.  In the 
second example, the command-line -v overrides the embedded -v, setting UYS to false in the 
job's environment.  In the third example, the first command-line -v overrides the embedded -v, 
and the second command-line -v overrides the first -v, setting UYS to unknown in the job's 
environment.

Exercise: Two Out of Three Ain't Bad
“cd” into the $SGE_ROOT/examples/admin directory.  From there, run “./tootab.sh”.  Note the 
job number that the script reports.  The tootab.sh script runs “qsub -b y -shell no -t 1-4 -cwd 
`pwd`/toofab”, submitting an array job with four tasks.  The tootab binary is a DRMAA 
application that prints out the DRMAA implementation version.  After the script completes, use 
the qstat command to check on the status of the job tasks.  If qstat does not show any jobs, 
it's probably because the job tasks have already completed.  Once the jobs are complete, you 
can check on the status using qacct -j job_id.  Note how long the job tasks ran, the exit codes, 
and the hosts on which they ran.  You should see that one of the three tasks fails.
Rerun the tootab.sh script.  Check the completed job status.  You should see that one of the 
three tasks fails again, and it fails on the same host.
Try running the tootab binary directly.  It should succeed.
Check the job's output and error files.  The output file for the failed task should contain a 
statement about entering debug mode.
Stop here until we go through the next few slides.
To set the INHERIT_ENV parameter, run qconf -mconf.  Find the execd_params attribute and 
replace “NONE” with “INHERIT_ENV=FALSE”.  To set the SET_LIB_PATH parameter, add 
“SET_LIB_PATH=TRUE” to the execd_params attribute.  Save and exit (:wq).
As an alternative to setting SET_LIB_PATH, you could pass in the shared library path with the 
job submission.   qsub -b y -shell no -t 1-4 -cwd -v LD_LIBRARY_PATH=
$SGE_ROOT/lib/lx24-x86 `pwd`/toofab.

Exercise: What's Your 20?
If you look at the wy20.sh job script, you'll see that it starts out with STEP=0 in its context.  As 
soon as it starts running, it qalters its context to be STEP=1.  It then sleeps 10 seconds, 
qalters its context to be STEP=2, sleeps 10 more secods, qalters its context to be STEP=3, 
sleeps for 10 more seconds and then exits.  That last 10 second sleep is there so that your 
script will have time to notice the change before the job exits
To wait for the job's context to be STEP=3, you'll have to periodically poll the job's context 
value.  To see the job's context value, run qstat -j jobid | grep context:.  You'll need to write a 
script that submits the job and then polls periodically for the context value to be STEP=3.  For 
an example of what such a script might look like, see wy20wait.sh in the solutions directory.



Exercise: the Real Slim Shady
The trss binary is a DRMAA application that submits trss.sh to the grid.  It's a binary because 
it's supposed to represent a daemon.  When you run trss as root, check to see as which user 
the trss.sh script is running.  You can find the PID for the trss.sh process in the job's temp 
directory, /tmp/<jobid>.<taskid>.<queue>/pid.  You should see that the trss.sh job is running 
as root.  It should be running as the user whose name you passed as the arg to trss.  Note 
that trss submits trss.sh with the same username as its argument.
As obvious solution would be for the trss.sh script to change user ids to the target user, but 
that would require that every job submitted by the daemon be written to change user ids at 
the beginning.  More problematically, it runs the job script as root, which is dangerous.  Ideally 
the job script should be run as the target user.
Stop here until we go through the next few slides.
Create a script that does three things.  First, chown the temp directory to the target user id. 
The user id is the second arg to the starter method.  The path to the temp directory is stored 
in the $TMP and $TMPDIR environment variables.  Second change user ids to the target user 
id.  Third, run the job script with args 2-n.  The path to the job script is the first arg to the 
starter method.
After creating the script and making it executable, set up the script as the starter method for 
your queue.  Run qconf -rattr queue starter_method /absolute/path/to/script all.q.
Now try running trss again.  You should now see the trss.sh job running as the target user.

Exercise: Musical Environments
When you run me.sh, it runs “qsub -cwd `pwd`/me_job.csh”.  Note that me_job.csh is set into 
error state as soon as it runs.  Delete the job with qdel.  Run me_job.csh from the command 
line.  Note that is succeeds.
Look at the contents of me_job.csh.  Notice that it's looking for a particular environment 
variable, and if it doesn't find it, it returns 100, which sets the job into error state.  Check your 
shell's environment.  The variable should be present.
Stop here until we go through the next slide.
To modify the login shells list, edit the global host configuration using qconf -mconf.  Find the 
login_shells attribute and add bash to the list.  Note that the list is comma-separated with no 
spaces.  Save the file and exit the editor (:wq).  It can take a few seconds for the change to 
propagate to all the execution hosts, so wait about 30 seconds before testing that the change 
worked.  After waiting, run me.sh again and check to see that does not go into error state.  To 
check the exit status of the job, use qacct -j jobid.

Exercise: Fruits of Your Labor
To create the new queue, run qconf -aq staged.  Change the hostlist attribute to be 
“@allhosts”.  Change the prolog attribute to “/path/to/your/prolog”.  You haven't created the 
prolog yet, so use the path where you plan to create the prolog.  Change the epilog attribute 
to “/path/to/your/epilog”.   You haven't created the epilog yet, so use the path where you plan 
to create the epilog.  Save the file and exit the editor (:wq).



Create a prolog script at the location you specified in the queue configuration.  The script 
should get the path to the file to copy from the $FOYL_INPUT environment variable.  It should 
copy the source file to the current working directory.  If the file cannot be copied, the job 
should be set into error state.  To set the job into error state, the prolog should return 100. 
For an example solution prolog, please see the foyl_prolog.sh file.
Create an epilog script at the location you specified in the queue configuration.  The script 
should get the path to which the file should be moved from the $FOYL_OUTPUT environment 
variable.  It should move the result file from the current working directory to the destination 
directory.  If the file cannot be moved, the job should be set into error state.  To set the job into 
error state, the epilog should return 100.  For an example solution epilog, please see the 
foyl_epilog.sh file.
Run foyl.sh and look for foyl.out.  (The script submits a job with -sync y, so the script won't 
return until the job finishes.)  Compare the foyl.in and foyl.out files.

Exercise: Alien Autopsy
Not much to say here.  Follow the instructions on the slide.

Exercise: Parallel Universe
PERMI is a simple parallel environment based on Java™ RMI.  The permireg script starts the 
PERMI parallel environment.  It must be run on the master host.  It takes two arguments.  The 
first is the name of the parallel job.  This name is used to allow multiple parallel jobs to reuse 
the same RMI infrastructure without conflicting.  The second argument is the path to the Grid 
Engine host file.  PERMI uses the host file in the format that Grid Engine provides it.
The permirun script starts the parallel job on the slave nodes.  It takes four arguments.  The 
first is the name of the job.  This name will be used when the slave connects to the master 
registry to find the other slave nodes.  The second is the path to the host file.  This file will be 
used to find the names of the slave nodes so that slave processes can be started there.  The 
third is the path to the JAR file containing the job to be run.  The fourth is the name of the 
machine where permireg was run.  To run the slave tasks on the slave nodes, permirun uses 
rsh.
The first task is to create a PE startup script that will run permireg when the parallel job is 
started.  The startup script needs to do four things: 1) copy the host file to the job's temp 
directory, 2) start permireg with the required arguments, 3) store permireg's PID in the job's 
temp directory for future reference, and 4) make an rsh wrapper script available in the job's 
temp directory.
If you look at the pu.sh job script, you'll see that it adds the job's temp directory to the front of 
the path.  That is a requirement to use permirun with Grid Engine.  The permirun script uses 
rsh to connect to the slave hosts.  To achieve a tight integration with Grid Engine, that rsh call 
must be hijacked by an rsh wrapper script that actually calls qrsh -inherit.  The easiest 
approach is to write an rsh wrapper script and then create a link to it from the job's temp 
directory in the startup script.
For examples of a starter script and an rsh wrapper script, see the pu_startup.sh and pu_rsh 
scripts in the solutions directory.  In the example pu_startup.sh, the permireg output and error 
streams are redirected to files so they can be viewed later.



The second task is to create a PE shutdown script that will stop permireg when the parallel 
job ends.  The shutdown script should do two things.  First, it should kill permireg.  Second, it 
should clean up the temp directory.  Technically the second step isn't required, as Grid Engine 
will remove the temp directory when it cleans up after the job, but it's good form to do the 
cleanup explicitly.  For an example of a shutdown script, see the pu_shutdown.sh script in the 
solutions directory.  The example shutdown script, in addition to stopping permireg and 
cleaning up the temp directory, prints the contents of the error and output files from the 
permireg process.
Once you've created the scripts and tested that they work, the next step is to configure the 
parallel environment.  To create the new parallel environment, run qconf -ap permi.  In the 
editor, set the slots value to 999, allocation_rule to $round_robin, control_slaves to TRUE, 
and job_is_first_task to FALSE.  Also, you'll need to configure your starter and shutdown 
scripts.  Grid Engine provides some pseudo-variables to use for specifying arguments to your 
scripts.  The host file path is represented by $pe_hostfile.  The job's name is represented by 
$job_name.  Using these pseudo-variables, set the start_proc_args to something like 
“/path/to/your/starter $job_name $pe_hostfile”.  (Technically, both of these values are 
available from environment variables when the starter script is run, but how educational would 
that be?).  The shutdown script shouldn't need args, so you should be able to set 
stop_proc_args to just “/path/to/your/shutdown”.  Save the changes and exit the editor (:wq).
The last step is to submit pu.sh and see if it works.  Run qsub -pe permi 3 `pwd`/pu.sh. If it 
doesn't work, you'll want to look at output and error files from the job and from the parallel 
environment to find the problem.  When running a parallel job, Grid Engine creates additional 
output and error files for the parallel environment.  For this reason, the example starter script 
stores the output and error streams from the permireg process so that they can be printed 
(into the output file for the PE) from the shuwdown script.

Exercise: Priority Queues I
To create a queue, run qconf -aq queue_name.  In the editor, change the hostlist attribute to 
list a single host.  Leave the slots attribute as 1.  Set the load_thresholds attribute to NONE. 
The load thresholds attribute is something we'll discuss later.  Having a load threshold set can 
interfere with this exercise, so it's best to remove it.  In the high.q set the priority attribute to 
-20.  In the low.q set the priority attribute to 20.  The priority attribute represents the UNIX 
“nice” value for all jobs running in that queue.  In UNIX nice values, the higher the number, the 
lower the priority of the process.  Save the changes and exit the editor (:wq).
Run pq1.sh.  pq1.sh submits a worker job to each of your three queues.  All three jobs will be 
scheduled on the same host, the host you listed in the queues' host lists.  What you should 
see is that the job from the high.q finishes first, and the job from low.q finished last.  The UNIX 
nice values tell the operating system to prioritize the high.q job over the other two and the 
low.q job below the other two.

Exercise: Priority Queues II
Edit regular.q by running qconf -mq regular.q.  Change the notify attribute to 60.  Change the 
s_rt attribute to 86400.  Save the changes and exit the editor (:wq).
Edit high.q by running qconf -mq high.q.  Change the s_cpu attribute to 540.  Change the 
h_cpu attribute to 600.  Save the changes and exit the editor (:wq).



Exercise: Priority Queues III
Edit the execution host configuration for the host in your queues' hostlist attribute by running 
qconf -me hostname.  Change the complex_values attribute to “slots=1”.  Save the changes 
and exit the editor (:wq).  Even though slots is an attribute of queue, in reality it's a regular 
resource and can be treated like one.
When you run pq1.sh, it will submit three worker jobs in reverse priority order.  All things being 
equals, the Grid Engine scheduler will schedule jobs in FIFO order, meaning the low priority 
job, since it was submitted first, will be scheduled first.  Because all the queues are now 
sharing the same job slot, the higher priority jobs are forced to remain pending until the low 
priority job finishes.

Exercise: Priority Queues IV
To create new resources, edit the resource configuration by running qconf -mc.  Using the 
column headers as a guide, add two new lines to the file.  (It doesn't matter where.)  The first 
line should have the name be high_priority, the shortcut be hp, the type be BOOL, the relop 
be ==, requestable be YES, consumable be NO, the default be FALSE, and the urgency be 
100.  The second line should have the name be low_priority, the shortcut be lp, the type be 
BOOL, the relop be ==, requestable be YES, consumable be NO, the default be FALSE, and 
the urgency be -100.  Save the changes and exit the editor (:wq).
To add the resources to your queue, edit the queue by running qconf -mq queue_name. 
Change the complex_values attribute to “resource=TRUE” (where “resource” is the name of 
your resource).  Save the change and exit the editor (:wq).
When you run pq4.sh, it will submit three worker.sh scripts.  One will request the low_priority 
resource using the shortcut, one will not request any resource, and one will request the 
high_priority resource using the shortcut.  Because we've now given the scheduler a hint as 
to the relative priorities of the jobs, it will schedule them in priority order instead of FIFO, 
meaning that the high priority job goes first, and the low priority job goes last.  As an added 
bonus, we've decoupled our jobs from our queues, which is always a good thing.
To see the priority scheduling information, use the -urg switch to qstat.

Exercise: Priority Queues V
To make the resources forced, edit the resource configuration by running qconf -mc.  Find the 
lines for your resources.  Grid Engine always presents the list in alphabetical order.  Find the 
requestable column (the 5th column) and change its value from YES to FORCED.  Do the 
same for both resources.  Save the changes and exit the editor (:wq).
To remove the host-level slots resource, edit the execution host configuration by running 
qconf -me host.  Change the complex_values attribute to NONE.  Save the changes and exit 
the editor (:wq).
Submit a few jobs, such as by running qsub $SGE_ROOT/examples/jobs/worker.sh 20 a few 
times.  Note that the jobs only go into regular.q.  Also note that once a job is running in 
regular.q, the other jobs remain pending.  Use qstat -j jobid to see why the scheduler reports 
that it cannot schedule the pending jobs.



Exercise: Priority Queue VI
To configure the queue subordination, edit high.q by running qconf -mq high.q.  Change the 
subordinate_list attribute to “regular.q=q low.q=1”.  Save the change and exit the editor (:wq). 
The “=1” says that as the subordinate queue should be suspended is there is any job running 
in high.q.  Because there is only one slot in high.q, it would have the save effect to leave out 
the “=1” part.  If a subordinate queue does not have a slot number specified, it will be 
suspended when the parent queue is full.
Submit a few jobs, such as by running qsub $SGE_ROOT/examples/jobs/worker.sh 20 and 
qsub -l lp $SGE_ROOT/examples/jobs/worker.sh 20 a few times.  Note that the low priority 
jobs line up for low.q, and the regular jobs line up for regular.q, and that all of the low priority 
jobs line up behind the regular jobs, as shown by qstat -urg.
Submit a high priority job, such as by running qsub -l hp 
$SGE_ROOT/examples/jobs/worker.sh 20.  Note that the regular and low priority queues and 
the jobs they contain are suspended, as shown by qstat -f.

Exercise: License to Ill
To create new consumables, edit the resource configuration by running qconf -mc.  Using the 
column headers as a guide, add two new lines to the file.  (It doesn't matter where.)  The first 
line should have the name be license1, the shortcut be l1, the type be INT, the relop be <=, 
requestable be YES, consumable be YES, the default be 0, and the urgency be 0.  The 
second line should have the name be license2, the shortcut be l2, the type be INT, the relop 
be <=, requestable be YES, consumable be YES, the default be 1, and the urgency be 0. 
Save the changes and exit the editor (:wq).
To add license1 to the global execution host configuration, modify it by running qconf -me 
global.  Change the complex_values attribute to “license1=3”.  Save the change and exit the 
editor (:wq).
To create the queue, run qconf -aq sfw.q.  In the editor, change the hostlist attribute to list only 
@allhosts.  Change the slots attribute to 3.  Change the complex_values attribute to be 
“license2=1”.  Save the changes and exit the editor (:wq).
To run a job requesting license1, run qsub -l l1=1 $SGE_ROOT/examples/jobs/sleeper.sh. To 
run a job requesting license2, you have two options.  The first is qsub -l l2=1 
$SGE_ROOT/examples/jobs/sleeper.sh. The second is qsub -q sfw.q 
$SGE_ROOT/examples/jobs/sleeper.sh. Because license2 has a default value, any job which 
runs in the queue will automatically consume a license.

Exercise: Early Warning Signs
The first step is to prevent unauthorized users from running jobs in sfw.q.  The way to control 
access to a queue is with an access control list.  To create an access control list in Grid 
Engine, you have to assign a user to it.  You can create an ACL called @sfw and add the user 
root to it by running qconf -au root sfw.  Now that you have an ACL, you must add it to the 
sfw.q by running qconf -mq sfw.q.  Change the user_lists attribute to be sfw.  Save the change 
and exit the editor (:wq).
The next step is to give unschedulable jobs somewhere to go, instead of leaving them 



hanging in the pending state forever.  Create a new queue called denied.q by running qconf -
aq denied.q.  Change the hostlist attribute to be @allhosts.  Change the slots attribute to be 
999.  Change the complex_values attribute to be “license2=999”.  To make sure that this 
queue only receives jobs from users who aren't allowed to run jobs in sfw.q, you'll need to use 
the @sfw ACL to deny those users.  Change the xusers_lists attribute to be sfw.  Save the 
changes and exit the editor (:wq).
Now that we've routed disallowed jobs into denied.q, we need to add the error message. 
Instead of running the jobs that land in denied.q, we want to make the jobs fail.  We do that by 
writing a custom starter method that prints an error message and returns 100.  See the 
ews.sh script in the solutions directory for an example.  Once you've written your script, you 
need to set it as the queue's starter method.  Run qconf -mq denied.q.  Change the 
start_method attribute to be the absolute path to your script.  Save the change and exit the 
editor (:wq).
To try it out, submit some jobs.  To run a job requesting license2, you have two options.  The 
first is qsub -l l2=1 $SGE_ROOT/examples/jobs/sleeper.sh. The second is qsub -q sfw.q 
$SGE_ROOT/examples/jobs/sleeper.sh. Because license2 has a default value, any job which 
runs in the queue will automatically consume a license.

Exercise: Use the Force
To create new resources, edit the resource configuration by running qconf -mc.  Using the 
column headers as a guide, add two new lines to the file.  (It doesn't matter where.)  The first 
line should have the name be logins, the shortcut be al, the type be INT, the relop be <=, 
requestable be YES, consumable be NO, the default be 0, and the urgency be 0.  The second 
line should have the name be unique_logins, the shortcut be ul, the type be INT, the relop be 
<=, requestable be YES, consumable be NO, the default be 0, and the urgency be 0.  Save 
the changes and exit the editor (:wq).
In order to create the load sensor script, you need to know how to extract the number of 
unique logins and the total number of logins.  You can do those operations in the following 
way:

● logins: who | wc -l | tr -d ' '
● unique_logins: who | cut -f 1 -d ' ' | sort | uniq  | wc -l | tr -d ' '

Using the simplest load sensor script as an example, use the above commands to gather the 
needed data and output it on request.  Before configuring Grid Engine to use your script, try 
from the command line to make sure it works.  When you press enter, it should print out the 
resource values in the correct format.  When you type quit and press enter, it should exit.
Once your script is working, you'll need to add it to the global host configuration.  You could 
instead add it to each individual host configuration, but it's faster since all hosts will use the 
script to add it at the global level.  To add the script to the global host configuration, run qconf 
-mconf.  Change the load_sensor attribute to be the absolute path to your script.  Save the 
change and exit the editor (:wq).  Wait about 30-60 for the change to propagate to all the 
hosts.  Check that the load sensor scripts are working by running qhost -F al,ul.

Exercise: Taking Liberties
To remove sfw.q, run qconf -dq sfw.q.



You can reuse the license1 and license2 resources you defined in a previous exercise.  To 
change the global resource configuration, edit the global execution host configuration by 
running qconf -me global.  Change the complex_values attribute to “l1=2,l2=1”.  Save the 
change and exit the editor (:wq).
To create the resource quota set, run qconf -arqs taking_liberties.  In the editor, change the 
enabled attribute to TRUE.  Delete the limit line and add the following three lines:

limit        users * to slots=3
limit        users * to license1=2
limit        users * to license2=1

Save the changes and exit the editor (:wq).
To run three job that each need both licenses, run the following command three times: qsub -l  
l1=1 -l l2=1 $SGE_ROOT/examples/jobs/sleeper.sh.  What you should see is that all three 
jobs run simultaneously, even though we've set the limit for license1 to a single job.
The problem is that the evaluation of a rule set stops at the first rule that matches.  In this 
case, the first rule “limit users * to slots=3” will always match every job.  That means that the 
following two rules will never be evaluated.  To fix the problem, you must either combine the 
three separate rules into one, like “limit users * to slots=3,license1=2,license2=1”, or you must 
place each rule in a different rule set.  To combine the rules into a single rule, you have to 
modify the rule set by running qconf -mrqs taking_liberties.  In the editor, delete the last two 
rules, and add the license1 and license2 limits to the first rule, as described above.  Save the 
changes and exit the editor (:wq).

Exercise: Playing By the Rules
Before you start doing any resource quota configuration, it's best to do some planning.  First, 
look at the business rules.  Can any of them be handled easily without the need for resource 
quotas?  The first rule, that there can never be more than 10 active jobs, can easily be 
handled with the maxjobs attribute of the global host configuration.  Edit the global host 
configuration by running qconf -mconf.  Change the maxjobs attribute to be 10.  Save the 
change and exit the editor (:wq).
The business rule that only 3 licenses are available is very naturally handled by setting the 
number of licenses available in the global execution host configuration.  For simplicity, just 
reuse the license1 resource you created in a previous exercise.  To modify the global 
execution host configuration, run qconf -me global.  In the editor, replace the value of 
complex_values with “license1=3”.  Save the change and exit the editor (:wq).
Now that you've applied the business rules you can apply without using resource quotas, it's 
time to think about how you'd like to build the resource quota rule sets.  There is one very 
important rule you must follow when designing your rule sets: within a rule set, each rule must 
for every lower rule either be a strict subset of that rule or be completely disjoint from that 
rule.  If ever a rule matches the same set of jobs or a broader set of jobs, the lower rule will 
never be evaluated.  Quoting does not change the set of jobs that a rule matches.  The filter 
“users {*}” matches the same set of jobs as the filter “users *”.
With that rule in mind, plan out your rule sets.  Start by translating the second business rule 
into a rule set.



No user can have more than 2 active jobs ⇒

limit users * to slots=2
Users working on Project Blackbox can have 4 active jobs each and 6 total ⇒

limit users * projects Blackbox to slots=6

limit users {*} projects Blackbox to slots=4
limit users * to slots=2

You can see that the first two rules conflict with each other because they both represent the 
same set of jobs.  You'll need to move one of the two rules into its a second rule set ⇒

ruleset1:
limit users {*} projects Blackbox to slots=4
limit users * to slots=2

ruleset2:
limit users * projects Blackbox to slots=6

Now go to the third business rule.
No user not in Development may use more than 1 license at a time ⇒

ruleset1:
limit users {*} projects Blackbox to slots=4
limit users {*} to slots=2
limit users {!@Development} to license1=1

ruleset2:
limit users * projects Blackbox to slots=6

Notice that the new rule is hidden by the rule above it.  Notice also that the new rule is not a 
strict subset or superset of the first rule in that rule set.  It's also not a strict superset or subset 
of the rule in the second rule set.  For these reasons, it must go in its own rule set ⇒

ruleset1:
limit users {*} projects Blackbox to slots=4
limit users {*} to slots=2

ruleset2:
limit users * projects Blackbox to slots=6

ruleset3:
limit users {!@Development} to license1=1

Now that you've defined your rules logically, you need to implement them.  To implement the 
rules, you'll need to create three separate rule set.  For each rule set, run qconf -arqs name 
and edit the attributes appropriately.
After editing and save all three rules sets, you can test your rules by creating a Blackbox 



project and a Development department and running jobs from each.  To create the Blackbox 
project, run qconf -aprj.  Change the name attribute to Blackbox, save the change and exit the 
editor (:wq).  A department is really just an access list.  To create a Development access list, 
you must add a user to it.  Pick a user that exists on all your machines and run qconf -au user 
Development.  To make the Development access list into a department, you must edit the 
access list by running qconf -mu Development, changing the type attribute to DEPT, and 
saving the change and exiting the editor (:wq).
To run jobs against the Blackbox project, you'd run a command like qsub -prj Blackbox 
$SGE_ROOT/examples/jobs/sleeper.sh.  To run jobs against the Development department, 
you must submit the jobs as the user whom you added to the department.  To run jobs 
requesting a license, run a command like qsub -l l1=1 
$SGE_ROOT/examples/jobs/sleeper.sh.

Exercise: Meet the Bootstrap
Not much to say here.  Follow the instructions on the slide.

Exercise: Also Known As
You do not have a .sge_aliases file in your home directory, so you'll have to create it.  You can 
use the comments in the $SGE_ROOT/default/common/sge_aliases file to help you 
understand the format of the file.  In your .sge_aliases file, add the following two lines:

/tmp/aka/alias * * /tmp/alias
/tmp/alias * * /tmp/

Save the changes and exit the editor (:wq).  You'll need to create the /tmp/aka/alias directory, 
i.e. mkdir /tmp/aka; mkdir /tmp/aka/alias.  Change into the directory you just created and 
submit a job using the current directory as the working directory, such as qsub -cwd 
$SGE_ROOT/examples/jobs/sleeper.sh.  Use qstat while the job is running or qacct -j jobid 
after the job completes to find out where the job ran.  Log into that host and check the /tmp 
directory for the job's output files.

Exercise: Secure Line
First, remove any settings from previous exercises.  In particular, be sure to delete any 
resource quota sets you may still have configured.  (Alternately, you could disable them by 
running qconf -mrqs name, changing the enabled attribute to FALSE, and saving the change 
and exiting the editor (:wq).
To configure Grid Engine to use ssh/sshd as the rlogin utilities, you must edit the host 
configuration.  Since the change should apply to all hosts, you should edit the global host 
configuration by running qconf -mconf.  Change the rlogin_daemon attribute to be 
“/usr/sbin/sshd -i”.  Add a new attribute called rlogin_command, and set its value to 
“/usr/bin/ssh”.  Save the changes and save the configuration (:wq).
When you run the first qrsh command, you're given a connection using the ssh/sshd you just 
configured.  When you run the sl binary, it will say it's running and return immediately.  If, 
however, you look for running sl processes, you'll see that an sl is still running in the system. 
When you go to exit the shell, qrsh will “hang” until that process finishes.



When you run the second qrsh command, you're still using the configured rsh/rshd rather 
than ssh/sshd.  (There's a difference between qrsh behavior when run with a command as 
compared to when run without a command.)
To configure Grid Engine to use ssh/sshd as the rsh utilities, you must edit the host 
configuration.  Since the change should apply to all hosts, you should edit the global host 
configuration by running qconf -mconf.  Add a new attribute called rsh_daemon, and set its 
value to be “/usr/sbin/sshd -i”.  Add another new attribute called rsh_command, and set its 
value to “/usr/bin/ssh”.  Save the changes and save the configuration (:wq).
When you run the third qrsh command, you're given a connection using the ssh/sshd you just 
configured.
To check the accounting record for a job, run qacct -j jobid.  The CPU time consumed is listed 
in the cpu field.

Exercise: the Greate Escape
[Sorry, I don't remember the exact behavior of this exercise, and there's no VM available for 
me to play with.  I'll fill this one in later...]

Exercise: Who Shot the Sheriff?
The $SGE_ROOT/default/common/shadow_masters file will not exist, so you'll have to create 
it.  Place the following three lines in the file:

julie
j1
j2

Save the changes and exit the editor (:wq).
Log into host j1 and source the settings file (if it isn't done automatically by your profile).  Set 
the following environment variables:

export $SGE_CHECK_INTERVAL=10
export $SGE_GET_ACTIVE_INTERVAL=30
export $SGE_DELAY_TIME=60

After the variables are set, start a shadow daemon by running sge_shadowd.  Login into host 
j2 and repeat the same steps.
After the shadow daemons are running, kill -9 the qmaster.  After 30-40 seconds, a new 
qmaster should be started on host j1.  To return the qmaster and scheduler to the master 
host, run $SGE_ROOT/default/common/sgemaster -migrate from the master host.  This script 
will stop the remote qmaster and scheduler and restart them on the local machine.

Exercise: Play It Again, Sam
To set the rerun attribute for all.q, run qconf -mq all.q.  Change the rerun attribute to be TRUE. 
Save the change and exit the editor (:wq).



To set the global host configuration parameters, edit the global host configuration by running 
qconf -mconf.  Change the load_report_time attribute to 0:0:10.  Change the 
reschedule_unknown attribute to 0:0:10.  Change the max_unheard attribute to 0:0:20.  Save 
the changes and exit the editor (:wq).
To submit a non-rerunnable job, run a command like qsub -r n 
$SGE_ROOT/examples/jobs/simple.sh.
After you kill the execution daemon, the qmaster will notice that a load report has been 
missed within 20 seconds.  10 seconds later, the qmaster will mark the execution daemon as 
unknown.  When the execution daemon is marked as unknown, all rerunnable jobs running on 
that host will be rescheduled.  Non-rerunnable jobs will remain in the running state until the 
execution daemon is restarted.
If you shutdown the execution daemon using qconf -ke host, the host will immediately be set 
into unknown state, and jobs will be rescheduled after the reschedule_unknown period has 
elapsed.

Exercise: Fill 'Em Up
To create a queue, run qconf -aq queue_name.  In the editor, change the hostlist attribute to 
be @allhosts.  Leave the slots attribute as 1.  On the secondary queue, change the seqno 
attribute to be 1.
The default setting for the scheduler is to schedule first by load and second by sequence 
number, so there's no need to change anything.
Submit four jobs, waiting for each to schedule before running the next.  (Use the -now y 
switch to have qsub block until the job is scheduled.)  Watch the order of how the jobs are 
filled in.  Because queues on the same host have the same load, jobs will be routed to a 
machine by the host load and then to a queue by the sequence number.  You should see the 
primary queue filled on both machines first, followed by the secondary on both machines.
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